We examined how remote enhancers establish physical communication with target promoters to activate gene transcription in response to environmental signals. Although the natural IFN-␤ enhancer is located immediately upstream of the core promoter, it also can function as a classical enhancer element conferring virus infection-dependent activation of heterologous promoters, even when it is placed several kilobases away from these promoters. We demonstrated that the remote IFN-␤ enhancer ''loops out'' the intervening DNA to reach the target promoter. These chromatin loops depend on sequence-specific transcription factors bound to the enhancer and the promoter and thus can explain the specificity observed in enhancer-promoter interactions, especially in complex genetic loci. Transcription factor binding sites scattered between an enhancer and a promoter can work as decoys trapping the enhancer in nonproductive loops, thus resembling insulator elements. Finally, replacement of the transcription factor binding sites involved in DNA looping with those of a heterologous prokaryotic protein, the repressor, which is capable of loop formation, rescues enhancer function from a distance by re-establishing enhancer-promoter loop formation.
T
he accurate execution of gene expression programs during development and differentiation and in response to environmental cues requires 3 types of regulatory DNA elements in higher eukaryotes: core promoters, upstream promoter elements, and enhancers (1) . Core promoters function by providing the blueprints for the assembly of functional pre-initiation complexes executing both the mechanics and the accurate initiation of mRNA synthesis (2) . Upstream promoter elements are localized within the first 100-200 bp upstream of the core promoter and contain transcription factor binding sites, functioning to increase the rate of transcription by promoting assembly of pre-initiation complexes (3) . Enhancers, on the other hand, can be located either upstream or downstream of the promoter, on the same or on different chromosomes (4) . Enhancer elements do not simply fine-tune promoter activity but rather are critical for defining the expression patterns of genes (5, 6) .
Recent studies have shown that gene activation by remote enhancers is associated with long-range interactions between regulatory elements (chromatin loop formation) (7) (8) (9) (10) . It is hypothesized that proteins bound to remote enhancers interact directly with proteins bound to promoters, with the intervening DNA being ''looped out'' (11) (12) (13) (14) . Furthermore, it also has been proposed that enhancer complexes migrate along the chromatin fiber until they encounter a functional promoter (facilitated tracking model) (15, 16) . The intervening chromatin between the enhancer and the promoter loops out as the enhancer complex moves progressively along the chromatin fiber toward the promoter. The physical proximity between the enhancer and the target promoter stimulates assembly of a functional preinitiation complex on the promoter, thus causing activation of transcription. Interestingly, some studies suggest that RNA polymerase II (PolII) is recruited to the enhancers and then via DNA looping and/or facilitated tracking appears on the promoter (17) .
The molecular basis for DNA looping is not yet clear, although interactions between structural proteins, transcription factors, or general transcription factors within transcription factories have been implicated in enhancer-promoter interactions (18) . We do not know, in molecular terms, how these interactions are established and maintained. This paper reports our investigations of the mechanisms by which a remote enhancer reaches a target promoter; that is, whether the transcription factors bound to enhancers and promoters are the ones that provide the contact surfaces for these interactions.
We addressed these issues by examining how the IFN-␤ enhancer activates transcription when positioned away from its promoter. Although, the natural IFN-␤ enhancer is located immediately upstream of the core promoter, it also can function as a classical enhancer element conferring virus inducibility to heterologous promoters, even when it is placed several kilobases away from these promoters (19, 20) . The nearly complete molecular picture of the mechanisms by which the IFN-␤ enhancer activates transcription in its natural context (21) (22) (23) (24) provided a useful tool for investigating the nature of the interactions between enhancers and promoters. Our experiments suggest that sequence-specific transcription factors bound to enhancers and promoters mediate loop formation and can thus explain the specificity observed in enhancer-promoter interactions, especially in complex genetic loci.
Results
Enhancer Action from a Distance Requires Upstream Promoter Elements. To investigate whether the IFN-␤ enhancer can activate transcription at a distance from the core promoter, we transfected HeLa cells with the constructs shown in Fig. 1 . In the natural cis arrangement, the IFN-␤ enhancer/core promoter responds to virus infection by stimulating transcription Ϸ100-fold (line 1). Roughly equivalent levels of transcriptional activation were obtained when the IFN-␤ enhancer was positioned 75 bp away from the core promoter (line 2). However, when the IFN-␤ enhancer was placed 220 bp upstream of the core promoter, the levels of activated transcription were significantly reduced (line 3). The IFN-␤ enhancer was practically inactive This article is a PNAS Direct Submission.
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This article contains supporting information online at www.pnas.org/cgi/content/full/ 0902454106/DCSupplemental. when placed 560 bp away (line 4) or 2.3 kbp away (line 5). These results indicate that the IFN-␤ enhancer requires proximal promoter elements to operate at a distance. A similar prerequisite was observed for the Ig enhancer, which depends on a proximal (promoter) bound octamer factor to mediate enhancer function from a distance (25) . Therefore, we replaced the IFN-␤ core promoter with the thymidine kinase (TK) promoter, which, in addition to the core promoter elements, bears upstream regulatory binding sites for the Sp1 and CCAAT enhancerbinding protein (C/EBP) transcription factors (3). As seen in Fig.  1 (line 6), the IFN-␤ enhancer strongly activated transcription from the TK promoter from a distance. The rescue of the IFN-␤ enhancer action from a distance requires intact upstream promoter transcription factor binding sites, because deletion of the Sp1 and C/EBP sites eliminated enhancer-dependent transcriptional activation (line 7). The experiment shown in line 8 indicates that the IFN-␤ enhancer can activate transcription from the IFN-␤ core promoter when an Sp1 site is placed upstream of the TATA box. Taken together, these experiments support the notion that the IFN-␤ enhancer can communicate with either the native or a heterologous core promoter from a distance; however, the information decoded by the enhancer can be conveyed only when transcription factor binding sites are present upstream of the target core promoters.
DNA Looping Mediates the Interaction Between a Remote Enhancer
and a Promoter. To test whether enhancer-promoter communication involves contacts between the distant regulatory elements, we carried out chromosome conformation capture (3C) assays (26) in which enhancer DNA sequences are ligated to promoter DNA sequences only if they are in close physical proximity. HeLa cells were transfected with the Distal template bearing the IFN-␤ enhancer 2.3 kbp upstream of the TK promoter (Fig. 1, line 6 , and Fig. 2B ) or with the Distal Sp1-deleted template (Distal⌬Sp1 template) (Fig. 1, line 7 , and Fig. 2B ), followed by virus infection and formaldehyde crosslinking. The cross-linked chromatin was digested with NlaIII (flanking the IFN-␤ enhancer and the TK promoter) (Fig. S1 ). The digested chromatin was diluted, and DNA ligase was added to link covalently DNA sequences that are in physical proximity. After the proteins were removed, PCR primers specific for the enhancer and the promoter were used to detect the interacting sequences. Fig. 2 A (lane 1) shows that there is no detectable PCR product in uninfected cells. A PCR product was generated when the chromatin DNA used was prepared from virus-infected cells (lane 2) but was not generated in any of the controls, including genomic DNA (lanes 5 and 6) and NlaIII-cleaved but not ligated chromatin DNA (lanes 3 and 4). The size of the PCR product was that predicted for the ligation of the IFN-␤ enhancer with the TK promoter, and the identity of the PCR product was Shown is a 3C experiment depicting the PCR products using primers specific for the enhancer and the promoter as seen in Fig. S1 . PCR was performed on NlaIII-digested chromatin derived from HeLa cells mock or virus infected for 6 h harboring the Distal (lanes 1 and 2) or the Distal⌬Sp1 (lanes 7 and 8) plasmids. Genomic DNA (lanes 5, 6, 11, and 12) and cross-linked digested but not ligated chromatin (lanes 3, 4, 9, and 10) derived from mockor virus-infected (6 h) cells were used as controls. Lane 13 is a negative PCR control, and lane 14 is the size marker. (B) Schematic representation of the CAT constructs used to determine mechanisms of enhancer function. The arrows indicate the position of the primers used in the PCR reactions with immunoprecipitated DNA. The wild-type TK promoter contains an Sp1 site (Proximal and Distal constructs), whereas in the Distal⌬Sp1 construct the Sp1 site has been mutated. In the Distal p50 construct, the Sp1 site was replaced by a consensus p50 homodimer site. (C) Stable HeLa cells bearing the indicated CAT reporter plasmids were mock or virus infected for 12 h before being harvested; then CAT activity was determined. The error bars indicate SD. (D) Cross-linked chromatin prepared from mock-or virus-infected (6 h) HeLa cells stably transfected with the indicated CAT constructs was immunoprecipitated with the indicated antibodies. The precipitated DNA was subjected to PCR analysis using 32 P-dCTP and plasmid-specific primers. (E) The process is as described in (D), except that p65 and IRF-3 antibodies were used, and the Distal p50 construct instead of the proximal construct was included in the experiment.
confirmed by DNA sequencing. Interestingly, no PCR product was detected when the chromatin was prepared from the Distal⌬Sp1 template (Fig. 2 A, lanes 7-12) . Taken together, these results suggest that the basis of communication is the physical proximity of the distant IFN-␤ enhancer and the TK promoter, consistent with a looping transcription mechanism. Furthermore, the inability of the Distal⌬Sp1 template to be activated by virus infection results from the inability of the IFN-␤ enhancer to interact with the promoter.
To provide additional support for the 3C data, we performed ChIP experiments. ChIP allows us to distinguish whether DNA looping interactions occur, because the cross-linking of an enhancer-bound factor to a remote promoter, in the absence of the respective binding sites on the promoter, would indicate direct contact between the physically distant sites. We used 3 templates (Proximal, Distal, and Distal⌬Sp1) in which the IFN-␤ enhancer was placed immediately upstream of the TK promoter (Proximal), 2.3 kbp away from the TK promoter (Distal), or 2.3 kbp away from a TK promoter lacking the Sp1 and C/EBP sites (Distal⌬Sp1) (Fig. 2B) . These templates were transfected into HeLa cells along with pCDNA3, and stable clones were obtained in the presence of G418. Consistent with the data in Fig. 1 obtained from transient transfections, the Proximal and Distal templates responded to virus infection, but deletion of the Sp1 sites of the TK promoter abolished the ability of the IFN-␤ enhancer to activate transcription from this promoter from a distance (Fig. 2C) . ChIP experiments were performed on chromatin prepared from either mock-or virus-infected cells for 6 h, followed by PCR amplification using enhancer-specific (Distal) and/or promoter-specific (Proximal) primers. Fig. 2D (lanes 1  and 2) shows that p65 associates with the IFN-␤ enhancer on the Proximal template in a virus-inducible manner, whereas Sp1 is constitutively bound to the nearby TK promoter. Consistent with previous data (21), the IFN-␤ enhancer assembled an enhanceosome upon virus infection, recruiting CREB binding protein (CBP), PolII, and TATA binding protein (TBP) to the promoter region of the Proximal template (lanes 1 and 2). As a control, we showed that none of these proteins was recruited 2.3 kb away from the promoter on this construct (lanes 7 and 8). As in the Proximal template, we found that the enhancer at the remote position recruited both p65 and CBP (lanes 9 and 10). Remarkably, immunoprecipitation of the constitutively bound promoter factor Sp1 (lanes 3 and 4) and the general transcription factor TBP also pulled down the remote enhancer in a virus-inducible manner (lanes 9 and 10). Likewise, we found the enhanceosomerecruited CBP and PolII associated with the remote promoter in a virus-inducible manner (lanes 9, 10). Notably, DNA intervening between the remote IFN-␤ enhancer and the TK promoter in the Distal template were not enriched under any conditions (see later discussion). Taken together, these experiments strongly suggest that enhancer-and promoter-bound factors are in physical proximity upon virus infection via DNA looping. Importantly, deletion of the proximal Sp1 DNA binding sites in the TK promoter eliminated both the association of this factor with the TK promoter and the interaction of the enhancer-bound factors with the promoter and vice versa (lanes 5, 6, 11, and 12). Furthermore, these experiments indicated that enhanceosome assembly and enhanceosome-dependent recruitment of CBP, PolII, and General Control Non-derepressible-5 on the remote enhancer occurs independently of factor interaction with the promoter region (see later discussion).
The requirement for an activator (Sp1) DNA binding site upstream of the core promoter for a functional interaction between the enhancer and the promoter suggests either that enhancers interact with promoters when the latter have been ''primed'' for transcription by local activators or that local DNA binding proteins mark promoters on DNA. To investigate these possibilities, we replaced the Sp1 site with a DNA binding site specifically recognized by the transcriptionally inert p50 homodimer and not by the activating p50/p65 heterodimer of NF-〉 (27) . As expected, Fig. 2C shows that this promoter displays slightly lower levels of basal transcription, but it can be activated efficiently by the remote IFN-␤ enhancer upon virus infection. ChIP experiments revealed that the enhancer and the promoter are in physical proximity because the enhancer-bound factors p65 and interferon regulatory factor 3 (IRF-3) can be cross-linked to this promoter in a virus-inducible manner (Fig.  2E, lanes 1-4) . Thus, the enhancer-promoter communication is independent of the transcriptional strength of the promoter element (also see later discussion).
Enhancer-Promoter Interactions Are Facilitated by Heterologous Pro-
teins Capable of DNA Looping. An important prediction derived from our experiments is that the functional interaction between enhancers and promoters via DNA looping should be facilitated by DNA-binding proteins capable of promoting DNA loop formation but incapable of coactivator recruitment. Therefore, we inserted a pair of -repressor DNA binding sites upstream of the TK promoter and downstream of the IFN-␤ enhancer (Fig.  3A Right) . The repressor is a prokaryotic protein that has been shown to generate DNA loops to regulate the lysogenic phage of bacteriophage (28) . Fig. 3A shows that expression of the repressor stimulated the levels of enhancer-dependent virusinducible transcription by Ϸ5-fold only on the template bearing the -repressor binding sites at both enhancer and promoter locations (template ). Furthermore, time-course virus-infection experiments revealed that expression of the repressor caused an earlier activation of transcription of the template, thus coinciding with the timing of the transcriptional activation of the template bearing the enhancer immediately upstream of the promoter (Fig. 3B) . The earlier activation of transcription probably is caused by the existence of preformed DNA loops between the enhancer and the promoter, as revealed by the ChIP experiment of Fig. 3C . To investigate whether enhancerpromoter DNA looping established solely by the repressor can lead to activation of transcription, we carried out the experiment shown in Fig. 3D . We inserted the pair of -repressor binding sites in the Distal⌬Sp1 template and tested whether it can be activated by virus infection in the presence of exogenously supplied repressor. As shown in Fig. 3D , the remote enhancer can activate the TK promoter in the absence of upstream Sp1 binding sites. Taken together, these experiments demonstrate that a heterologous prokaryotic protein capable of DNA looping but incapable of coactivator recruitment (i.e., the repressor) can facilitate the ability of an enhancer to interact with a remote promoter, a result consistent with the DNA looping mechanism of enhancer action from a distance.
Trapping Enhancer Function by Interspersed Transcription Factor
Binding Sites. To investigate whether the IFN-␤ remote enhancer could reach the target promoter via intermediate DNA sites, we carried out ChIP experiments using primers amplifying 3 intervening sequences located between the enhancer and the target promoter. Fig. 4A shows that we were unable to identify stable interactions of the IFN-␤ enhancer with these intermediate sites.
However, the intervening DNA is of a prokaryotic origin, and therefore it is poor in mammalian transcription factor binding sites (29) . It is possible that under physiological conditions enhancers could reach the target promoters by hopping between transcription factor binding sites interspersed between the enhancer and promoters until they reach a functional promoter. To test this idea, we inserted 3 different DNA elements between the enhancer and the promoter: a single DNA site for the transcription factor Sp1 (DistalϩSp1), or a core promoter (DistalϩTKcore), and/or a fully functional promoter (DistalϩTKfull promoter) including both upstream transcrip-tion factor binding sites and core promoter elements. Fig. 4B shows that insertion of the Sp1 site decreased the ability of the enhancer to activate the TK promoter located further downstream. By contrast, insertion of a core promoter at the same site did not affect enhancer action significantly. However, the insertion of the same core promoter bearing an upstream Sp1 site dramatically decreased the enhancer action on the downstream target promoter.
These experiments suggest that transcription factor binding sites (in this case, Sp1) can trap the remote enhancer, interfering with its interaction with promoters and thus resembling insulators. The 3C experiment of Fig. 5A (lanes 1-6) shows that a specific PCR product is generated in the DistalϩSp1 template when primers specific for the enhancer and the sequence next to the inserted Sp1 site were used in the PCR. These interactions appear at 6 h after infection, that is, at the same time as the interaction of the enhancer with the promoter in the case of the Distal template (Fig. 5A, lanes 1-6) . The specificity of these interactions is underscored by the inability to generate PCR products using the same primers but the Distal template and/or using digested but not ligated DNA or genomic DNA (Fig. 5A,  lanes 7-18) .
The ChIP experiments of Fig. 5B show that both CBP and GCN5 are recruited to the enhancer 5 h postinfection, and this recruitment correlates with histone acetylation at the enhancer area (lane 3). Remarkably, although the enhancer and the promoter already have established an interaction at this time point (Fig. 3C) , we found that these coactivators and histone acetylation appear at the promoter 1 h later (at the 6-h time point, lane 16) , that is, at the time of transcriptional initiation (Fig. 3B) . Similarly, PolII is recruited to the enhancer first and then appears at the promoter. By contrast, TBP is found simultaneously in the enhancer and promoter (lanes 4 and 16) . Enhancer-promoter interactions are facilitated by heterologous proteins capable of DNA looping. (A) HeLa cells were cotransfected with the indicated CAT reporter plasmids in the presence or absence of a expression vector; 24 h later, the cells were virus infected for 12 h before being harvested; then CAT activity was determined. The error bars indicate SD. (B) HeLa cells were cotransfected with the indicated CAT reporter plasmids and the expression vector; 24 h later, the cells were mock or virus infected for different amounts of time before being harvested. Then CAT activity was determined. The error bars indicate SD. (C) HeLa cells were transfected with the indicated plasmids as described in (A), except that the cells were mock or virus infected for increasing amounts of time. Cross-linked chromatin was immunoprecipitated with the p65 antibody. The precipitated DNA was subjected to PCR analysis using 32 P-dCTP and plasmid-specific primers as indicated. (D) HeLa cells were cotransfected with the indicated CAT reporter plasmids in the presence or in the absence of a expression vector; 24 h later, the cells were virus infected for 12 h before being harvested. Then CAT activity was determined. The error bars indicate SD. Fig. 4 . The effect of inserting transcription factor binding sites between an enhancer and a promoter. (A) HeLa cells were transfected with the Distal reporter plasmid, and 24 h later the cells were mock or virus infected for increasing amounts of time. Cross-linked chromatin was immunoprecipitated with the p65 antibody. The precipitated DNA was subjected to PCR analysis using 32 P-dCTP and primers specific for plasmid sequences located between the enhancer and the promoter (intervening #1, #2, and #3), and enhancer-or promote-specific primers as shown at the diagram at the left of the gel. (B) HeLa cells were transfected with the constructs indicated (Left). The cells were infected with virus for different amounts of time, and the isolated RNA was used as a template for RT-PCR analysis using CAT-specific primers. The radioactive bands were quantitated using PhosphorImager (Typhoon), and the data from 3 independent experiments were plotted (Right). Shown are mean values Ϯ SD.
Insertion of the Sp1 site between the enhancer and the promoter led to a strong recruitment of factors and cofactors at this site with a kinetics similar to that observed for the interaction of the same enhancer with the target promoter in the Distal template (Fig. 5D) . The only exception is the absence of TBP recruitment at the Sp1 site, a result consistent with the lack of a TATA box. The stable interaction of the enhancer with the Sp1 site antagonizes the interaction of the enhancer with the downstream promoter, thus leading to decreased PolII recruitment (Fig. 5D, lanes 13-18) and lower activation of transcription (Fig.  4B) . Notably, the amount of TBP recruitment remains similar between the Distal and DistalϩSp1 templates. This observation indicates that the strength of TBP recruitment does not always correlate with the amount of activated transcription. Interestingly, the ChIP experiments using the template bearing a core promoter inserted between the enhancer and the target promoter revealed a pattern of recruitments and acetylations similar to the Distal template (Fig. 5C ). This result is in agreement with our previous data showing that enhancers do not interact stably with core promoters. Taken together, these data suggest that transcription factors bound to proximal promoter elements serve as tethers for distant enhancers. We find that the addition of proximal promoter elements at positions intermediate to the remote enhancer and the site of transcription initiation do not facilitate enhancer-promoter communication but, in fact, compete physically for interactions with the enhancer, thus resulting in decreased transcriptional output.
Discussion
Although previous studies have suggested that transcription factors mediate the interactions between enhancers and promoters (30) , the answers to a significant number of important questions have remained elusive. Synthetic enhancer-promoter configurations bearing the IFN-␤ enhancer at increasing distances from the core promoter were inactive when the enhancer was placed Ͼ560 bp away from the promoter because the enhancer could not loop out to reach the promoter. DNA looping and transcriptional activity were restored when a heterologous transcription factor binding site (Sp1) was inserted at the promoter. The interactions between transcription factors could drive DNA loop formation and are independent of ongoing transcription. The repressor, a prokaryotic protein incapable of activating transcription in mammalian cells on its own, can establish enhancer-promoter interactions when its binding sites are placed in both elements. Most likely, the repressor binds to both sites (at the enhancer and the promoter) and generates a DNA loop by the formation of large protein complexes in which individual repressors bound to the different sites interact with each other. Thus, the forces driving loop formation appear to be protein-protein interactions between widely separated transcription factors and not coactivator proteins.
A prediction derived from this idea is that enhancers could be trapped away from target promoters by interacting with transcription factors scattered throughout the genome. Indeed, we showed that insertion of a single transcription factor binding site between the IFN-␤ enhancer and the target promoter captured the enhancer at this site and not at the target promoter, thus (lanes 1-6) . Genomic DNA (lanes 13-18) and cross-linked digested but not ligated chromatin (lanes 7-12) derived from mock-or virus-infected cells were used as controls. (B) HeLa cells were transfected with the Distal reporter plasmid; 24 h later the cells were mock or virus infected for increasing amounts of time. Cross-linked chromatin was immunoprecipitated with the indicated antibodies. The precipitated DNA was subjected to PCR analysis using 32 P-dCTP and primers specific for the enhancer (lanes 1-6), the intervening #2 (lanes 7-12), and the promoter (lanes 13-18). (C) The process was as described in (B), except the cells were transfected with the DistalϩTKcore promoter plasmid. In this case, the intervening primers amplify the inserted TK core promoter. (D) The process was as described in (B), except that the cells were transfected with the DistalϩSp1 plasmid. In this case, the intervening primers amplify the inserted Sp1 DNA binding site.
mimicking the function of insulators. An implication derived from this observation is that in a physiological context enhancers could work from a distance by establishing sequential interactions (loops) with transcription factors until they reach a fully functional promoter. Such a model can explain why these loops are dynamic (12) and how preferences in enhancer-promoter interactions are established. We can imagine that the specificity in enhancer-promoter interactions depends on the strength of the interactions between transcription factors bound to these elements. This idea also can explain the function of promotertethering elements that can interact selectively with enhancers during Drosophila development, thus regulating enhancerpromoter interactions at complex genetic loci (31) . This model also can explain the functional interaction between enhancers and promoters located on nonhomologous chromosomes, such as the olfactory receptor genes (32) .
Ordinarily, the probability of enhancer-promoter interactions and loop formation should depend on the occupancy of the sites by the cognate transcription factors, the distance between the interacting elements, and the flexibility of the looped chromatin. Therefore, we imagine that enhancers and promoters bound by high-affinity and/or abundant transcription factors are more likely to establish functional chromatin loops than are regulatory elements bound by low-abundance and/or low-affinity transcription factors. Furthermore, the shorter the distance between an enhancer and a promoter, the greater is the probability of a productive interaction (18) , an observation confirmed by our data. Finally, the recruitment of chromatin modifiers and remodelers to the enhancers and promoters by transcription factors can alter the biophysical properties of the surrounding chromatin, thus facilitating DNA looping (33) .
Materials and Methods
Chromosome Conformation Capture (3C). Cell-culture methods, plasmid constructions, and ChIP approaches are described in the SI Text. The sequences of all primers and oligos used in this study are listed in the SI Text.
The 3C was performed as described in ref. 34 with the following modifications. The transfection mix contained 3 g of reporter plasmid and 12 g of empty vector. Approximately 7 ϫ 10 6 HeLa cells were fixed in 1% formaldehyde at room temperature for 10 min; 1/3 of the fixed cells was digested with the NlaIII restriction enzyme (R0125L; NEB). For intramolecular ligation, the cleaved chromatin was diluted to 2.7 ng/L and was incubated for 16 h at 16°C with 100 Weiss units of T4 DNA ligase (M0202M; NEB).
